MC

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

M. CLÉMENT’S EXPANDED SPACE PERFECT TO
SHOWCASE NEW FINISHES & SHAPES FOR FALL
M. CLÉMENT’S SPACE AT HIGH POINT MARKET HAS BEEN EXPANDED
AND UPDATED - AN IDEAL SPACE TO HOUSE NEW FALL PIECES.
NEW ORLEANS (October 3, 2014) – Michael Clément has expanded and renovated his
exhibition space at High Point Market, Suites at Market Square (SAMS-5017). The larger space
is better suited to showcase Clément’s new pieces for fall, which include three new designs.
Even though you will find us at the same address, SAMS-5017, you will notice a different
looking space. Walls have been moved and painted along with new fixtures and signage that
has been added — in the unique M. Clément style. The upgraded space makes a perfect
home for Clément’s one-of-a-kind handmade decorative arts.

URSULINE

Fog base color,
Anthemion pattern in antiqued gold;
Shallow drum shade

Our three new designs for fall boast clean, organic lines and were designed to elevate the
appeal of any living space whether modern, transitional or traditional. We continue to offer
custom options of bold patterns, rich colors, gilding, and painted shades, allowing designers to
easily create a personalized living space for their clients.
Like all M. Clément pieces, our three new lamp bases start as locally sourced clay that is
designed and assembled by hand. Artisans then hand apply three base coats that is chosen
from over 35 custom colors. Unique patterns are drawn, then painted, gilded and then
the lamp bases and shades start to evolve into a custom finished piece. Wrapping up the
approximately eight week process, each piece is then tarnished and washed in an aging
acrylic umber that gives it a patina of time passed.
###

JOLIET

Jasmine base color,
Valencia pattern in antiqued silver;
Square parchment shade

Based in New Orleans, Michael Clément’s design studio specializes in ceramic, hand crafted
lamps and distinctively finished accessories. M. Clément’s work reflects the history and climate
of his hometown with finishes that show the weathering of layers over time. For over five years,
Michael Clément and his team of artisans have created art that reflects his aesthetic of classical
and traditional forms. Michael Clement’s designs can be found in designer showrooms and on
display at High Point Market this Fall.
Contact: Shannon Kives, Michael Clément, (504) 495-6156; shannon@michaeljclement.com
Showroom: SAMS M-5017
Website: www.michaeljclement.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/michaeljclementllc
Instagram: michaeljclement
Pinterest: www.pinterest.com/michaeljclement/boards

OLGA

Storm Cloud base color,
Privet pattern in Jasmine;
Deep drum shade

LINDSAY BOWL

Verdigris finish
and antiqued gold

ROMAN BOWL

Jasmine base color, iron gate pattern
in antiqued gold
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THEO SHORT

THEO TALL

Pumpkin base color overlayed with
custom Venetian finish; Parchment shade

Gulf Stream base color overlayed with
custom Venetian finish;
Parchment shade with gold bands

ELIZA

Jasmine base color, Philodendron pattern in
antiqued silver with venetian overlay; Deep drum
shade painted in Jasmine with gold bands

JULIA

CARONDELET

Onyx base color, Rope pattern
finished in antiqued gold; Parchment shade

Antique gold base,
Clematis pattern in Coral;
Parchment shade

SELMA BOWL
Spanish Moss base color, Quil pattern
accented with antique silver leaf
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